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2.2 Control Constructs

n In order to describe data manipulations, we need
constructs that
l Combine single manipulations
l Allow for conditional manipulations
l Express repetitions of manipulations

n Both paradigms are rather similar with this regard
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Pascal: defining blocks

n To form a sequence of instructions, a block is defined
by using begin …end

Example:
begin

ymax := 3;
xmax := 7;

end
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If and Case (I)

n Used to introduce alternative flows of control
n If-then-else provides two alternatives based on a

boolean condition. By omitting the else branch, the
second alternative consists of doing nothing

n Case allows for several alternatives based on the
evaluation of a condition producing either an integer,
a boolean constant or a character

n If in a case statement the evaluation of the condition
produces a value not covered in the statement, then
the outcome of the statement is machine dependent
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If and Case (II)

n Example: if
if number > 0 then absolut := number

else absolut := number * -1
n Example: case

case trafficlight of
green: state:= drive;
yellow: state:= break;
red: state:= stop
end
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Loops

n Pascal offers many different ways to achieve a loop,
although in theory only one of them would already
be sufficient
l Using goto to a label within a conditional

statement
l Using a for-loop to run through the loop a

predetermined time
l Using while to test the end condition before

entering the loop
l Using repeat to test the end condition after at least

one run through the loop
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Loops by goto

n Example:
label 0001;
…
j:= 0;
i:= 0;
0001: i := i+1;
j:= j+i;
if I < 6 then goto 0001;

n There are many machine dependent issues with this
construct
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Looping a predetermined number of
times

n Example:
j := 0;
for i:= 1 to 5 do

j := j+i;
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Loops to fulfill conditions (I)

n Example: while
j := 0;
i := 1;
while i < 6 do

begin
j:= j+i;
i:=i+1;
end
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Loops to fulfill conditions (II)

n Example: repeat
j := 0;
i := 1;
repeat j:= j+i;

i:=i+1
until i > 5;
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Java: defining blocks

n To put several instructions (statements) together (as a
new "single" statement, Java uses {…}

Example:
{

c.ymax = 3;
c.xmax = 7;

}
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If, if-else and switch (I)

n Used to introduce alternative flows of control
n If-else provides two alternatives based on a boolean

condition, if just if is used then the second alternative
is to do nothing

n Switch allows to compare the result of an expression
to a list of possible values and branches to the
instructions of the value equal to the result. The
expression must be of a (non-real) primitive data
type

n Do not forget the "break", else the instructions in the
following branches are also executed
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If, if-else and switch (II)

n Example: if-else
if (number > 0) 

absolut = number;
else

absolut = number * -1;
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If, if-else and switch (III)
n Example: switch (express colors by 1,2,3)

switch (trafficlight) {
case 1: 

state= "drive";
break;

case 2: 
state= "break";
break;

case 3:
state:= "stop";
break;

}
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Loops

n Java offers nearly the same "loop-functionality" as
Pascal:
l Using a for-loop to run through the loop a

predetermined time (although abuses are possible)
l Using while to test the end condition before

entering the loop
l Using do-while to test the end condition after at

least one run through the loop
n There is no goto, but we can break out of any loop

using the break statement or finish the current run
through it using continue
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Looping using for

n Example:
j = 0;
for (i= 1; i != 6; i++)

j += i;
n But:

j = 0;
for (i= 0; i != 5; i+=2)

j += i;
loops forever!
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Looping using while

n Example:
j = 0;
i = 1;
while (i < 6) {

j += i;
i = i+1;

}
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Looping using do-while

n Example:
j = 0;
i = 1;
do {

j = j+i;
i++;

} while (i <= 5);
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Breaking out of a loop (I)

n Java provides 4 ways to leave a loop without
completing the block of statements inside of the loop:
l break terminates the innermost loop when

executed
l a labeled break terminates all loops nested after

the label
l continue terminates the current run through a loop

and jumps to the next beginning of the next run
l if an exception occurs (see 2.6)
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Breaking out of a loop (II)

n Abstract example for labeled break:
thisIsALabelNotSoGoodName:
while (…) {

…
for (…) {

…
if (…) break thisIsALabelNotSoGoodName;
…

}
}
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Control structures in imperative
programming

n Due to the basic idea of "programming = cooking", all
imperative languages offer a lot of control structures
with quite some redundancy (but: redundancy can
make reading programs easier!)

n Evaluations of conditions are very important part of
the control structures, do not abuse those by having
sideeffects in the functions called in conditions
(otherwise you have to know about evaluation rules,
so that lazy evaluation does not hit you)
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Control structures in object-oriented
programming

n The same principles as in imperative programming,
since control is only needed when you think as a
program as a sequence of things to do (i.e.
imperatively).

n Any differences between Java and Pascal with this
regard are due to Java being more modern than Java,
not due to conceptual differences.


